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For the attention of:
Dr Anna-Maria Brady
Biologicals and Administration
Veterinary Medicines Directorate
Your Ref: #323746
Dr Brady
Thank you for your letter dated 11 May 2011 in response to my email dated 1 April 2011.
I am currently considering the content of your letter.
Re your statement:
“You question the scientific basis for the statement on the SPC of Nobivac DHP
recommending a single booster dose every three years. Primary vaccination enables
the immune system to establish an “immunological memory” and to respond more
rapidly and strongly to a subsequent antigenic challenge than on first exposure. This
property is sometimes referred to more technically as an anamnestic response. The
manufacturer will provide data to demonstrate that a single “booster”
vaccination will stimulate an anamnestic response of sufficient magnitude to
equal the protection afforded by the primary vaccination scheme. To maintain
this protection after the duration of the primary vaccination has lapsed, it will
be necessary to stimulate the immunological memory by a single vaccination,

hence in the case of Nobivac DHP, the recommendation for a single booster
after three years, as this is the proven duration of immunity for this individual
product.” (My emphasis.)
The SPC for Nobivac DHP states “Duration of immunity: three years” and “To maintain
protection a single booster dose is recommended every three years.” (Refer to copy of
SPC attached.)
The SPC provides no reference in the published scientific literature to support these
statements, in particular the inference that duration of immunity is limited to three years and
boosters are required to maintain protection.
(Note: I have discovered a paper titled “Three-Year Duration of Immunity in Dogs
Following Vaccination Against Canine Adenovirus Type-1, Canine Parvovirus, and
Canine Distemper Virus”. [Gore T. et al. Veterinary Therapeutics. Spring 2005, Vol.
6, No. 1.] The paper refers to Intervet’s Continuum DAPP vaccine, but this US
Intervet website notes that the three year Nobivac vaccines were formerly known as
Continuum. Can you please advise if this paper is pertinent to Nobivac DHP, or
otherwise provide me with the correct reference?)
I suggest that three years is the minimum duration of immunity for Nobivac DHP, and no
endpoint to duration of immunity has been demonstrated. I suggest this is the evidencebased information that should be included in the SPC.
Dr Brady, I am confused by your statement that it is necessary to stimulate the immunological
memory every three years to maintain protection, i.e.:
“To maintain this protection after the duration of the primary vaccination has
lapsed, it will be necessary to stimulate the immunological memory by a single
vaccination, hence in the case of Nobivac DHP, the recommendation for a single
booster after three years, as this is the proven duration of immunity for this
individual product.” (My emphasis.)
Can you please provide me with a reference in the published scientific literature that
supports your statement?
I have some further queries about your response which I will forward in due course.
In the meantime, I appreciate your offer to put our correspondence on the VMD website to
provide transparency in this process.
Yours sincerely
Elizabeth Hart
Att: SPC_168930 Nobivac DHP
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